Journey maps

Why journey mapping is valuable
Journey mapping helps businesses better empathize with their customers by “walking in their shoes” and
seeing the business from the customer’s perspective. Journey maps are one of the most fundamental

Easy steps to journey mapping

tools for helping organizations gain a deeper understanding of customer experiences.
When done correctly, journey maps help organizations gain insight into pain points, enablers, and
opportunities to improve interactions with your business.
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CREATE THEM SIDE-BY-SIDE WITH CUSTOMERS

Get more accurate journey maps by collaborating
with customers to talk it through in real-time.
DON’T MISS ANY POINTS IN THEIR EXPERIENCE

Start with the moment they become aware of your
business, moving from initial contact to

JOURNEY MAPPING IS BOTH AN ART AND SCIENCE

There’s no single correct way of completing the
exercise.
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JOURNEY MAP TEMPLATE
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PERSONA (NAME/DEMOGRAPHIC/CUSTOMER DEFINITION):

PHASES (E.G. PRE/DURING/POST, MORNING/NOON/NIGHT):

DOING
What is the customer
doing/what actions
are they taking at
each phase?

3

THINKING
What is the customer
thinking at each step/
during each action
they are taking?

4
FEELING
What is the customer
feeling at each step/
during each action
they are taking?
(circle a high or
low and explain)

5
BUSINESS
OBJECTIVES
What is the business
trying to accomplish
with their customers
during each phase?

6
OPPORTUNITIES
What opportunities
do you see where you
can help make the
customer's experience
better based on the
challenges identiﬁed
at each phase?

PERSONA: Alicia
DEMOGRAPHIC: A 30-year-old single working woman
CUSTOMER DEFINITION: Owner of a small luxury SUV

JOURNEY MAP FOR A MECHANIC'S CUSTOMER
DURING

BEFORE

AFTER

SERVICE

SERVICE

DOING
Seeing a warning light in the car
and determining what to do.

Assessing various mechanics
and determining which to use.

Taking my car to the mechanic.

Dropping oﬀ my car and
ﬁlling out information.

Single working woman trying to use
laptop and work while waiting.

What does that
light mean?

How do I know where
I’ll get the best value?

There are so many other
things I should be doing
with my time.

This is taking up
more of my time.

It’d be inconvenient to
leave and come back.
This is boring and a
waste of my time!

Wasteful and unfulﬁlled

Annoyed

THINKING

Receiving a quote from the mechanic.

Keeping my car in good shape
so I don’t have to go back.

I wish I could verify that
I’m getting a good price.

I want to save money
and avoid the hassle
of going back.

Taken advantage of

Deceived

FEELING
Confused and unaware

Bored

Overwhelmed

SERVICE

SERVICE

SERVICE
OPTION B
OPTION C

BUSINESS
OBJECTIVES

OPPORTUNITIES

Educate the customer so that they
can make informed decisions.

Consistently articulate our diﬀerentiators
(hassle free at competitive cost).

Develop an application which
assesses the particular risks
associated with diﬀerent warning
lights by manufacturer.

Launch a marketing campaign
that outlines our diﬀerentiators
and the value we provide.

Ensure that our service does not
interrupt the life of our customers.

Streamline and standardize customerfacing processes for maximum eﬃciency.

Enact a “vehicle pickup” program.

Create online check-in and
maintain customer records.

Ensure that our service does not interrupt
the life of our customers, allowing options
for how to spend their time with us.

Provide Wi-Fi, cubicles, television, and
toys in the building so that customers
and their children have choices.

Build brand loyalty by being transparent
with the customer at all stages.

Provide information to the
customer about industry-standard
pricing and how we provide the
most value on each job.

Ensure that the customer chooses us
because we are the best, not because
they depend on our services.

Oﬀer hassle-free maintenance
program to help them with
preventative maintenance.

Creating a persona
3 Steps to succcess
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Persona: WHO, WHERE, WHAT

Dive into the details of
Bring your persona to
life by selecting an image
and name that gives an
impression of the
persona’s self and
circumstances.
WHO are they?

Create a brief descriptive

your persona. Describe

statement that captures

their background,

their emotional state and

history, needs, and

primary role

desires as they relate to

(e.g. “overworked

your business/brand/

mother” or “aspirational

market/industry.

leader”). WHERE are they

WHAT is their story?

Short descriptive statement:

today?

Charles

Charles is the VP of a small
design firm. He has always
sought innovative ways to
service his clients but is
feeling pressure to augment
his practice and offerings to
meet company growth goals
and ultimately, his own
performance goals.

• Charles has always loved design. His
use of specialized digital design tools
helped him to not only land his role as
VP at his current firm, but also bring
in some new, smaller, high-end, but
also high-need clients.
• While Charles' techniques are cuttingedge, they are time-consuming and
pricey. Charles is worried his unique
techniques might be pricing him out
of the larger market.
• Charles wants to not only service his
smaller, high-end clients, but also
reach out to larger clients with less
customized needs.
• Charles is looking to scale up his
offerings, with a template-approach
that can be uniformly used across
clients, with customization when
needed.

Why creating a persona is valuable
When we step into the shoes of our customers, we develop true empathy
and understanding of what they are experiencing. We can better provide
them with solutions they are seeking that are truly meaningful to them.

WHO ARE THEY

WHERE ARE THEY

WHAT IS THEIR STORY

By painting a very descriptive and detailed view of your persona, you will better understand their behaviors, and
importantly, what they are thinking and feeling. This deeper level of understanding will help you to connect with
your customer and ultimately offer them meaningful solutions.
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